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mib:EKO-KOM
Explore the tool for more efficient reporting on
packaging production
The new Czech legislation on packaging production reporting requires, among
other changes, a greater focus on detail in reported outputs. Our software
solution is ready to help you comply with all requirements and save work and
time. Should you place packaging on the market, or into circulation.

Key benefits
Maximum use of standard SAP settings. Only minimum
development is required at the customer's site
Accurate information on packaging. All required outputs,
without errors, omissions and distortions
Ready for customization based on the type of packaging
Adjusts your EKO-KOM statements automatically based
on actual classification data
Executes transactions to check data completeness and
accuracy
With option to export data to directly MS Excel form
Compatible with any version of SAP ERP/ECC or SAP
S/4HANA

How mib:EKO-KOM works
Mib:EKO-KOM software solution uses data from
the SAP system and prepares required output.
It helps to manage information about packaging
materials, their classification and sub-attributes,
integrates bills of materials (BOMs) and combines
everything with sales data.
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Materials are created in the
mib:EKO-KOM environment as
standard SAP materials.

At classification stage, a class is
created for each material. Each class
is characterized with a set of
attributes.
The specification of attributes such
as color, material, stiffness,
reversibility, origin, etc. allows you to
finalize the statement according to
your needs.

The mib:EKO-KOM solution uses
standard production BOMs or special
BOMs for EKO-KOM. They break
down packaging materials into subcomponents. BOMs can be single
level or multi-level.

The volume of packaging for the
report is retrieved from SAP system
based on sales statistics. The data
are combined with BOM data. In next
step, the output is prepared.

One of the advantages of
mib:EKO-KOM is its readiness for
data creation. To handle the large
amount of data, mib:EKO-KOM
makes use of integrated tools
enabling the bulk uploading of data
whenever a new statement is
required.

Čtvrtletní výkaz
EKO-KOM

Statement Completion Flow
Before creating the actual statement for EKO-KOM,
mib:EKO-KOM executes analysis and check for data
completeness. Errors such as inconsistent weights,
missing packing lists, unknown units of packaging
material, etc. are identified.
After checking, the prepared data form the final basis for
the automatic completion of the individual output. This is
an Excel statement for Eko-kom in the structure and
detail as required by latest legislation.
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MIBCON package includes:
Initial analysis of the specifics of the customer and its
waste reporting system
Analysis of existing packaging materials and
development of a new data creation methodology for
materials and their classification
Initial workload optimisation and long-term
sustainability support
Training for key users
Documentation and manuals

Why MIBCON?
23 years of success in the market
SAP Partner Center of Expertise certification
Experienced team of project managers, SAP
consultants and developers
MIBCON a.s.
Pod Kopcem 31
147 00 Praha 4 – Hodkovičky

+420 244 912 698
info@mibcon.cz
www.mibcon.cz
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